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How can the church relate to those prophetic figures
who live in tension with some of its presuppositions?

R Home for
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Christ in Pasadena, Texas, and the øuthor of three boohs
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It is hard to accept a hometown boy as a prophet.
is also hard for a church to relate to those prophetic figures in its midst who live in tension with
some of the presuppositions of that church. It is
easier to settle for the status quo than it is to deal
with the uncomfortable questions.
When, holever, this happens, what is to be the
effect on the prophet? Is it inevitable that good
people are to be crushed in the confrontation between their ideals and the reality in which they
must live? Is there a possibility of reversing the
practice of the religious establishment killing its
prophets? Can we become a community so in tune
with the will of God that a prophet is not without

It

honor even in his own family?
The perceptive and committed Christian sometimes finds that he has his head in the clouds and
his feet in the mud. The splendor of his vision is
mocked by the shoddy caricature of the reality. He
hears talk about community but he sees only occasional sparks of it at significant levels. He hears talk
about being committed to a knowledge of the word.
Yet he sees little interest in serious Bible study, the
church losing most priority conflicts, and teachers
who are sometimes inept or unprepared.
Sometimes there is a cluster of people who share
these tensions. They may break off and become a
house church or begin a new congregation. After a
period of time these new congregations experience
the same kinds of problems. The prophetic word is
unsettling to institutional security and is therefore
discouraged or totally silenced.
Others have settled into a deadening numbness
which simply elects not to think about the problem any more. On the one hand they hear there is
no life outside the body. On the other the body
they see is often so grotesquely misshapen that it
does more wounding than healing. It takes life more
often than it gives it. One well-known preacher was
preaching for a large, famous church when he was
147

ashed how

it

was. His response was,

"It's hell

every

day."
The committed Christian may

see so

clearly whai,

to be done that he cannot believe others do
not see it, too. Once he is vulnerably and poignantly
committed, he cannot return to a previous level of

needs

partial involvemeut. If he trloves out in a self-abandoning commitment to the body, and others do
not join him, he is lihely to be lost to the body.
There is no place for hirn to go unless a place is
created for him. He has made such a decisive break
from routine, game-playing church membership that
he cannot go bach. He must go on. l3ut go on
where? And with whom? Where is the market for
second-hand dreams,brohen hearts, and disappointment in friends?

\ry",

is the biblical answer to this dilemma? As I
it, there are three parts. 'lhe first is a message to
the church. It is a demand that the body be the
body. We cannot ask a thinhing person to be willing to die for a social club, a convenience society.
Unless the church is to be more than that, it cannot
expect to attract the devotion of its strongest and
brightest people.
Churches of Christ have had some of the fine
men of our generation either in staff roles or influential volunteer roles. We have sotnetimes feared
ral,her than valued their messages. It tahes a strong
body i,o welcome a prophet to its bosom. We have
effectively clipped the wings and silenced the voices
of many.
A fellowship that cannot produ.ce a climate where
its honest and competent thinhers can survive is
doomed to become a beaurocracy in which static
company policy rather than the dynamic Christian
gospel is the guiding principle. Conformity becomes
more important than creativity. Appearance is more
valued than substatrce. Leaders are chosen itl inverse proportion to their inclination to be disturbing.
In such a fellowship it becomes accepted to decline the responsibilities of discipleship and neglect
the expectations of love. People catr be selfish, materialistic, hypocritical, and manipr-ilative without
raising any eyebrows. Tìrey lìeel imposed on wheu
they are expected to alter their schedule or their
budget for the good of the body.
When nou-Christian things are accepted and
Christian things are rejected, there are sad days
ahead for the r:htti:ch. 'I'he church must be the
church" We must close the embarrassing and painfut gap between the higir expectations of Christianity and the lackluster response of the church' 'I'he
see

nLrrunlr mrrcf vicn rrn 1c â hnrìr¡ ilr r qprintlq
t'êsrìalnso
"-_"f
-

to Christ
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so that those who tahe him seriously

will

not be isolated but will be a part of

a cornmitted
fellowship.
The second part of the atrswer is a message to
the committed Cl'rristian. That message is the incarnation. Jesus lived in a fallen worid. I{e was a friend
of sinners. 'lhe arrogance of feeling that we cannot
worlc with flawed people and immature actions cannot be tolerated. We must say to our prophetic
figures that some of the immaturity is in you. We
must say, "You have not grolvn to the fullness of
the sl,ature of Christ or you would be brokenhearted
instead of just hacked off. Self-pity is not a Cl'rristian response. You are trot Elijah, and Elijah was
not the only one working for God."
One of the hardest things in the world is to be
fully committed to an idea and at the same time to
be truly tolerant and understanding to another who
does not utrderstand or does not agree. We must be
careful about identifying the work of the Lord with
the support of our own ideas. Sometimes we climb
out on limbs that we do not need to be on. We give
ultimatums that do not need to be given. We make
Armageddons out of what ought to be skirmishes.
Often we have simply transfened our closed
minds to a new location. We are not as open as we
think to others and their thoughts. Our thinhing
has changed and we suppose that it is automatically broader. We may have just moved from one
rut to another and be unhappy because others are
not impressed with our choice of ruts.

r.rI
u

J-tre third part of the answer is a message to all.
It is the message of the cmcifixion. Part of our
problem is our lust for survival as a separate etitity.
We are not crucified with Christ, caring only that
he live and be honored. We are still jealous for
recognition.
We are not often enough content to do works
so that God will be glorified. We ueed to say all togetirer, "I l<now how to be abased and I hnow how
to abound in everything and in all things. I can do
all things in him who strengthens me."
The church has had its bluff called. There are
those who say, "If yoll are serious about yoltt: message, I am readv to take you seriously." In effect
we have been told, "Put up or shut up."'Jlhe threshold on which we statrd is the cine that divides between being the dynamic body of Jesus and being a
Christian social club.ü,.Ihich way 'tve go must be decided by those who sit in the pew rather l,han ì:ry
the one who stands in the pulpit,
Witl we maire a place for our prophei,s or will we,
iihe those who have gone ltefore, lcill the pr<lphets
becailse thev exner:ted the churclr to he lJre body
of Christ?

t
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Not lortg ago, each person in our Sunday School class
was asked lhe question, "Do you belieue that the story of
Jonah and lhe whale is tt'ue?" There was a uariety of answers, ratging from a flat "No" to "I dott't care" lo "Yes,
but . . .'.' to absolutely "Yes." An inleresting discussion foL
lowed as we exclmnged our uiews on how we should interpret the tniracles in the Ríble.
Ilul nol much more was said about Jonalt. It is an impressiue míracle. Il stintulates good discussions. But whal
about tlæ real story of Jonah-the story told arouttd the
fíres of the ancient Jewish families and in lhe old syna'
gogues? What uas Jonah all about?

don't sil around fires and tell stories any more. Our
stories come from the infamous Tube. So here's how teleWe

uision might present the story of Jonah.

*¡r**d'

WW: Good evening, ladies and gentlemeu. The
Cypress Creek Broadcasting Service is happv to welcorne you to this special broadcast, Iive from the
city of Nineveh on this the fateful fortjeth rlay of
the prophecy of Jonah. This is Waiter Wagstaff reporting.
It was just for:ty days ago that Jonah Planlcton
arrived in Nineveh and began his blistering condemnation of the wickedness, corruption and violence
that was rampant in this city. Jonah concluded his
forceful attach by proclairning that an angry Jehovah Gc¡d would overthrow and cotnpletely destrov

l)r. Luther

Dauis is o denlist in Houslott, and an elder a[ lhe
Cypress Creeh Christian Churclt (Disciples of Christ).
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the city and all its inhabitants in just forty days.
And now, since Jonah made that fateful proclamation, an amazing transformatiotr has swept
over the city of Nineveh-a transformation like
none seen before in all of Assyria, or even in the
entire Middle East. These changes, and the amazing
events leading up to them, will be the subject of tonight's in-depth report, along with live coverage of
the last hou-r of the fateful fortieth day. Let's
switch now to Ben llargrove reporting live from
thel central market place in downtown Nineveh.

BI{: Thank you, Walter. It's an eerie feeling one
in downtown Nineveh. In spite of the
haunting prophecy of Jonah Plankton, there is a
feeling of subdued confidence. 'fhere seems to be
no fear or worrv. Shops are staying open, people
are milling about, talhing quietly in small groups.
gets tonight

'lhere's an air of anticipation, a sort r¡f reverent defiance by a pror-rd people--proud of the changes
made in their lives and tire life of the conmunity. . .
people quietly, defiantly ready to face whatever
fate Jehovah God may send their way.
WW: Thank you, Iìen. We'll continue to have live
reports from the scene throughout the program.
But now let's go back to the beginning. . . to the
fascinating story of Jonah Plankton who, Iess than
two months âgo, was an obscure, small-town
preacher and Minor Prophet in southern Jttdea'
What caused this couutry bttmphin, this prophetic
lightweight, to bring his tltmr-rltuous message to
Nureveh? What strange eveuts occurred on his journey here? And where is Jon¿rh Platrhtotr now?
Jor-rah disappeared from Nineveh five days ago, and
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so far all attempts to locate him have failed. Our
story begins in southern Judea. Here is Barbara
Walker, reporting from the village of Hillister.
BW: Here in Hillister, Jonah Plankton was a wellknown, loved, and respected Minor Prophet. The
people in the community were proud of his record
and most expected him to be called up soon to join
the ranks of the Major Prophets. The people of Hillister looked up to Plankton as an energetic organizet, an active community leader, and a source of
wisdom and inspiration for the whole town. A different side of the prophet was revealed, however,
when I interviewed Plankton's wife, Sara.
Sara: Jonah just wasn't himself the last week before he left. He was cross with me and short tempered with the kids and just generally out of sorts.
BW: Do you know what brought on the change,
Mrs. Plankton?

It was a call to Nineveh-that was
He really didn't want to go. It made him very
upset. He complained on and on about it.
BW: What sort of complaints, Mrs. Plankton?
Sara: Well, you know, things like "Nineveh's too
far away," and "It's too hot and humid for such a
long trip," and, well he was really bothered by how
angry Jehovah God seemed to be, and the severity
of punishment. All of that bothered him. But really,
deep down, I think he was afraid that the people of
Nineveh wouldn't listen to him. This was his first
big assignment, and he really didn't know if he
could handle it.
BIV: Thank you, Mrs. Plankton. That's it from
Hillister, Walter. Jonah Plankton was an up-andcoming Minor Prophet who, for some strange reason, left for his last assignment very reluctantly,
almost fearfully.
WW:Thank you, Barbara. Now we come to what
may be the most bizarre part of this whole Plankton episode. We know that Jonah left Hillister on
the third of September, traveling on foot. He spent
the night of September 6 in Jaffa, at the home of
Paul and Mary Ferguson, former residents of Hillister and close friends of the Planktons. The Fergusons had breakfast with Jonah and saw him off for
Nineveh the morning of September 7. CCBS news
has learned, however, that Jonah did not travel directly to Nineveh. Tom Jenson reports from Jaffa,
TJ: Thanks, Walter. I have with me here Mr. J. T.
Turnbuckle, the local agent for the Trans-Mediterranean Shipping Line. Mr. Turnbuckle, can you tell
us about the events of the morning of September 7?
T: Well, it weren't too different from any other

it.

Sara: Oh, yes.
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morning, 'cept that I ded sell a ticket to this prophet, Jonah Plankton.

TJ: How did you know it was Plankton,

Mr.

Turnbuckle?

T: Well, I follow the prophets purdy close, even
the Minor Leagues, and I had seen his pitcher in the
papers a couple times and had read about some of
his stuff like I said, I follow 'em purdy close. And
I recognized his face as soon as he come up and
bought a ticket, even though he had a different
name.

TJ: And where was the ticket for, Mr. Turn-

buckle?

T: Oh, for Tarshish you kno'ff, over in southern
Spain. Yeah, he bought a ticket on the Kosher Pie it sailed at high noon on the seventh, with a load of
olive pits and about six passengers.
TJ: You're sure it was Plankton?
T: Oh yeah. Like I said, I follow the prophets
purdy close, you know, and I recognized him for
sure, first off when he come up.
TJ: Well, thanlç you, Mr. Turnbuckle. And that's
the story from Jaffa. Jonah Plankton, seen boa¡ding the Kosher Ple, bound for Tarshish under an assumed name. Walter?

\{W: Thank you, Tom. We follow our story to
the island of Malta, where CCBS news has located
the ship Kosher Pie and her captain, Simon A. Mariner. Leon Greenwald reports from Malta.
LG: Thank you, Walter. Captain Mariner, did
you notice anything unusual about the passenger
who has since been identified as Jonah Plankton,
when he first boardedtheKosher Pie?
CM: Wellsir, we r/vere about four hours out of
Jaffa when all of a sudden-an' I mean all of a sudden-the most terrific stotm blew up I've ever seen.
I've been at sea for going on thirty-five years now,
an' I've never seen anything like it. Well, I tell you,
that storm blew up out of nowhere an' was on us
just like that, like nothing I'd ever seen before.
LG: What did you do when the storm hit,
Captain?

CM: Well, we took in the sails, naturally. We
started taking in water, lots more than the pumps
could handle, so we had to start dumping cargothrew out two tons of olive pits.
LG: Did that help?
CM: Only for a little while, 'cause right after
that we lost our main mast an' was listing hard over
on the starboard. Oh, it was a terrible storm!
LG: Was Plankton praying?
JANUARY, 1978

CM: No, he wasn't! Come to find out, he was
still down in his bunk asleep. I sent down an' had
'im brought up an' right off he starts talking about
how he's to blame for the storm. He had displeased
his God-he called 'im Jehovah-an'he told us how
probably the only way to get Jehovah to stop the
storm would be for us to throw him overboard.
LG: And did you throw him overbroard, Captain
Mariner?

LG: Did you throw Jonah Plankton

overboard,

Captain?

CM: Yes! No! They did it, I mean . . . oh, it was
awful! He wasn't in the water five seconds when it
came up an'got'im.
LG: What came up?
CM: The whale. It was the biggest thing I've ever
seen. Right by the boat-it could have capsized usit could have killed us all.
LG: And what happened to Plankton?
GM:

It swallowed 'im.

LG: You're sure? You saw it?
CM: Yes, I saw it, me and the others. The whole
crew-we all saw it.
LG: And then what happened, Captain Mariner?
CM: The storm died down. I mean it died in seconds. Like the hand of Jehovah God just turned
off the switch somewhere.
LG: Do you believe in Jehovah God now, Captain Mariner?

CM: Yessir, I do. Me and every man on board
that ship believes, Yessir, we sure do believe.
LG: Thank you, Captain. Walter, the stories
check out. Every man on that ship that we've been
able to locate tells of the same events and expresses
the same new belief in Jehovah God. And every one
of them who has seen the reports from Nineveh believes that the Jonah Plankton who preached in
Nineveh is the same Jonah they saw swallowed up
by a whale.
WW: Thank you for that amazing report, Leon,
but no more amazing than the transformation that
JANUARY. 1978

LP: Yes, good evening, Walter, I'm fine; how are
you?
WW: Mayor Pockets, can you tell us in your own
words exactly what has happened to the city of
Nineveh?

I

mean, not just then. Look
here, son, I've been captain of this ship for the last
twenty years an' I've never lost a passenger yet.
You just can't go throwing passengers overboard
every time a storm comes up. No, sir! But this
storm was different. It came up so sudden. You
understand. Well, the other passengers an' the crew
had heard what he said an' after a few minutes,
well, I tried to stop them but . . . .

CM: Course not!

occurred in the city of Nineveh. For that story, we
take you now to City Hall for a live interview with
the mayor of Nineveh, Linus Pockets. Good evening, Your Honor. Can you hear me?

LP: Well, Walter, it all began when Jonah arrived
on September L2 and started preaching. I don't
know what it was about him that made him so
effective wait, yes I do know . . . it was the
truth of what he had to say. Yes, it was the inescapable truth of what he said that reached us and
touched our hearts. He could see right through us,
Walter, he knew us for what we really \¡/ere-a
wicked and corrupt city. Nineveh was a wide open
town, Walter, we had it all-gambling, prostitution,
pornogtaphy,violence, muggings, dope peddlers . . .
and worst of all our government. We were . . . well,
we rü/ere stealing the people blind up here at City
Hall. But nobody cared or noticed because most of
the people were out stealing and cheating each
other at the same time.
WW: That's an amazing confession, Mayor Pockets. But how did Jonah get to you? What did he
say?

LP: Just'the truth, Walter. We had closed our
eyes for so long. He came to see me his second week
in town. He told me I was a wicked, cruel and cor-

rupt mayor, that I had forgotten about God, and
that my city was the worst city in the whole country. He said that the people were starting to hear
his message and were beginning to change, and that
I and the city council had better get on board. So I
catled in the city council and let them hear him,
and sure enough, they felt the same way I didthat this man was right-that we had to do something.
WW: What did you do, Mayor?

LP: We closed the city down, closed it down for
a week of mouming and prayer and repentance.
Everything-schools, restaurants, stores, officesclosed them all. Held a huge, silent, candlelight
prayer parade-very moving-thousands of people-'
I'll never forget it. Then we went back to work to
clean up our city.
WW: And clean it up you have, Mayor Pockets.
But what about the prophecy? What about God's
promise to overthrow the city and destroy all the
inhabitants in forty days? Did any people leave?
151

f,F: Oh sure, Walter, a few did, But most of us
figrrred, weli, you can''L run ancl hirie from the wili
of God. If he destroys us, well that's it, but who
lçnows? Maybe God will forgive us yet. Perhaps he
will lose his fierce anger and change his mind and
give us another chance.
\{W: i hope so, Mayor Pockets, I truly do. And
it's loohing more and more lilçe that may be the
case as we count dov¡n the final minutes of the fortieth dây. Ben Hargrove, what's happening in downtown Nineveh?
BI{: Walter, the people are starting to stir now,
the anticipation is building that this is going to be
some celebration. The time is nearly up, the people
are hollow-cheeked and weary from fasting, bùt
even the most hardened evil-doers have mended
their ways. Truth and honesty have come to Nineveh. These people have rediscovered the simple
values and have repented and prayed from their
hearts for forgiveness, and now as the stroke of
midnight starts to sound they know that they have
received that forgiveness. What an outpouring of
joy! What a stoiy! Now back to you, Walter.
WW: Thank you, Ben. There you have it, Iadies
and gentlemen. Nineveh has been forgiven. The celebration is under way. But the story hasn't ended. I
have just learned that CCBS news has located Jonah
Plankton, secluded high in the Golan Heights above
Nineveh. Plankton has agreed to appear on a special
edition of Issues and Questions, Sunday aL t2 noon
ADT. Until then, this is Walter Wagstaff. Good
night.
'.F***tr

Announcet: Ladies and gentlemen, we have been
experiencing technical difficulties with our remote
hooh-up to the Golan lJeights, but that has been
corrected and we now join Issues and Questions in
pïogress.

Jonah: . . . he talked to me at home about coming all this way with that "wìped out in forty days"
message. That was heavy stuff" I hnew he wouldn't
do it.
WnV: You knew, then, that Jehovah wouldn't
destroy the city? You hnew that while you were
still in llillister?
Jonah: Yeah, I knew it. FIe's not really vengeful;
he forgives people all Lhe time. I told him I didn't
want to come all this way and be made to looh silly.
That's why I shipped out for Tarshish. I'd had
enough. il'hen all that business with the hurricane
and that big smelly whale" Listen, I've frightened
lots of people half to death and had some verv
152

nasty experiences. And looh what it got me-a big
fat zerc¡"
WW: Are you thinking of quitting, preaching out
your option, or just what do you have in mind,
Jonah?

Jonah: Right now, Walter, I just want to sit
down and die. I don't want to go back to Hillister
and face my friends. My reputation is ruined, my
credibility is shot. I knew this would happen, I
knew it before I left. I should have just stayed
home. I knew he would double cross me. It's just
like him . . . playing games, just lihe he did with
this tree.
Wl{: What tree, Jonah? You mean this dead one
by the rock?
Jonah: Yeah, that one. I{e put it there night before last. It was real nice-good shade all day yesterday. Then he made it, die this morning . . . just
shriveled up, just lihe that. Too bad. It was a nice
tree-beautiful !
WW: Let me get this straight now, Jonah. You
feel sorry for the tree. You are sorry it died. This
tree that cost you nothing?
Jonah: Yeah, that's right, Walter.
WW: But you are angty at God for feeling sorry
for Nineveh?
,Ionah: Yeah, well, I don't lçnow . . I was, but
putting it like that . . . I just don't lçnow, no\.v.
WW: I'm afraid our time is up, Jonah. This is
Walter Wagstaff, for Issues and Questions, CCBS.
Good afternoon.
CONCLUSION
As you can see, there is more to Jonah than iust
a fish story. 'Ihe boolz of Jonah is a story rich in
human feelings and emotions. It's a story of people
changing, growing-real, Iiuing people facing what
Itl'e offers.
All L¿inds of interpretations and ar¿aLyses r:an be
made on Jonah's story-from the llreudian uiew of
a man dríuen by his authoritarian father to seeh refuge in the maternal wr¡mb of the whale, to conzpar'
isons witlt secular literature such as the children's
story of Pinocchio, u¡lzo had to undergo a trial by
whale in order to actualíze his full humanity . .
and be transformed from a puppet into a boy.
'I'he story of Jonah tells us tltat ¡teople can be.
touched an,cJ moued by God in many different wctys
-from trial in the deepest emotions of life's storms
ønd tragedies, to simply loolzing at a tree and lenowing that God cares. And that, indeed, is good news.
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PRUSC
By ROBERT [4EYERS
Man looks with dismay upon the endless flow of life, streaming from a past beyond his short memory and rolling on to an infinity he cannot imagine. To stop
the flow for awhile, that he may understand it, he traces upon it his own puny
mark and calls the mark "Time."
He is like one who stoops at some vast river's edge to cup a handful of water. lt
slips quickly through his fingers, but for a heartbeat he has held it and looked
upon it before it escaped. Proud of his language, he may have found a name for
what happened.
But in that heartbeat of holding, he learns how fleeting is his triumph. The moment in which I wrote my first sentence for this comment is already far from me
and drowned forever in the past. I learn ever more keenly the truth of that wistful
insight in the Psalms: "We spend our years as a tale that is told."
I remember now, in the cold of winter, how I stood a few months ago on a
Kansas knoll and looked over a gently rolling carpet of green wheatstanding tall
in the June sunlight. The moment was rare, because the wind was still. Nothing
moved within range of my vision; I was part of a photograph in which motion had
been conquered.
But it did not last. There came suddenly from the south a warm puff of wind.
It rolled invisibly across the field in undulating troughs and stirred the branches of
the hedgerow trees into life.
Then, as quickly as it had come, it passed on. The throb it had communicated
to wheat and leaf grew fainter and fainter, until soon the odd stillness came again.
So it is with us. Out of the dark backward and abysm of time, out of the nostrils of God, if you will, there comes this faint breath called Time that moves our
hearts. lt may be just as well that we live out most of our days without reflecting
upon it as I do here.
But once in awhile, at the end of something, we put our fingers on our pulses
and remember that we are creatures of an hour. A new year dawns, and we mix regret for what has gone forever with hope for what may lie ahead.
I have no preachments about lists of resolutions, nor sombre warnings against
New Year's Eve gaiety. Only this:The wind that blows through us now is invisible
and we forget it often, but all whom we love are bending under its passage.
While they tremble in that precious stirring we call life,let us be glad. Nothing
walks so softly as the foot of Time, and the blessed stillness will come; but until it
does, let us write it on our hearts that every day is the best day in the year.

Robert Meyers is preachirtg minisler ot the Plymouth Co¡tgregaliotral Church i¡t Wichíta, Kansøs, and an English prol'essor al Wicltita Slale Uniuersily.
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The
Inølienølble

Rishtol

D¡ssent
BY MICHAEL HALL

it a sin to dissent-or is it an inalienable right
express disagreement when we have strong con-

Is

to

victions? Is conformity the law, and dissension a
violation? Must we all conform blandly on every
issue-or is there room for diversity of viewpoints?
The fact is, we are a brotherhood of dissenters.
The plethora of divisions, strifes, issues, debates,
and journals are telltale marks of our dissenting nature. The fact that there are some two dozen different kinds of Churches of Christ is poignant proof
of our notoriety for differing with one another.
Our language of emotional labels-"liberal," "anti,"
and "mainline" churches-betrays us.
A GOD-GIVEN RIGHT
Where does this inalienable right spring from?
From the very nature of man's mind, and our right
of individual inquiry into the Scriptures. Luther's
rediscovery of the priesthood of all believers established the impetus for the Reformation largely because it gave a biblical foundation for the right of
private inquiry. The Bible wasn't written for a few

Michael Hall is a free-lance writer and minister to students
ín Denton, Texøs. He attends "The Upper Room," a fellowshiþ meeting in office facílities on the "squøre" ín down-

town Denton,
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professionals or church bureaucrats, but for all.
Every man and woman has the right-the obligation
to read it for themselves. There is only one Teacher
and not even the church has the right to assume
that prerogative.
Once, in the history of the church, church leaders
took away the right of dissent. But in order to accomplish that they also took away the Bible itself.
We call that the Dark Ages. Then it was a dangerous
adventure to translate the Bible into English. Men
like John Wycliffe lost their lives doing so. Bishop
Arundel, who condemned Wycliffe in 141-2, described him as "that wretched and pestilent fellow
of damnable memory . . . the very herald and child
of Anti-Christ, who crowned his wickedness by
translating the Scriptures into the mother tongue."
The hierarchy feared for people to read and study
the Scriptures, for they might come to their own
conclusions. It threatened their po\¡/er and status.
Yet it's precisely because we have the right to
read, peruse, and meditate about the Scriptures that
we also have the right to dissent. If anything is
abundantly clear from Christian history, it is that
men and women have read the same Bible and
come to different conclusions. And our Restoration
Movement has fared no better. Even beginning with
the principles of restoration and a "high" view of
inspiration, we have not eliminated differences.
The dichotomy between the Protestant mind and
the traditional Catholic mind manifests itself in this
right. While both recognize their individual fallibility, the Protestant intensifies his research of the
Bible to discover new depths and insights. The traditional Catholic, however, humbles his mind in
submission to the infallibility of the church. Protestants look upon such a sacrifice as an abjuring of
personal responsibility and the essence of intellectual dishonesty. Catholics regard it as a high virtue,
the surrender of human pride in the presence of the
divine (e.g. the Pope).
JANUARY, 1978

At the other extreme are the violent geurilla acti
vities that overthrow existing governments by a
political coup. Dissent in this manner results in
utter chaos and shows no respect for the opposition.
What, then, is legitimate dissent? It is dissent

Our perspective about the right of dissent, then,
is related to our concept of the church-its structure, its power, its authority to speak. Are we really
free to read the Bible for ourselves? To think for
ourselv,:s? To come to our own conclusions? To
question, discuss, debate, dialogue? Or, when our
study ends, must our conclusions coincide with the
church's? Is truth valid and convicting only if the
established church approves and endorses it? Must
we check every book we read for our church's imprimatur on it? If so, then who in the church will
issue the imprimatur?

to

The right of dissent, then, is also innately related

freedom-especially our freedom to think for
If all the conclusions are already made
and there can be no tolerance for disagreement,
then why don't we go ahead and publish the creed,
collect the Bibles and stop urging people to "look
in the Book"?
Significantly, the apostle Paul disclaimed any
right to "have dominion over" another person's
faith (2 Cor. 1:24).Every man must be fully persuaded in his own mind, because we must each
stand by our or/vn faith. Not even an apostle can
dominate our beliefs or convictions; Jesus is our
Teacher. At Corinth, apparently, there were some
self-styled "apostles"(Paul satirized them as "superapostles") who attempted to take away this freedom from the disciples and lord it over their faith
(2 Cor. Ll:6, 20). Paul was quite vehement against
them in his discussion of Christian freedom (2 Cor.
ourselves.

10-13).
HOW TO DISSENT RESPONSIBLY

There is legitimate dissent and illegitimate dissent. One is responsible, the other is violent and
repressive. Politically, there are regimes which allow
no dissent. We call them dictatorships;they are totalitarian governments. They fear individuality and
feel threatened when their values or decisions are
questioned.
JANUARY. 1978

that springs from loue,people who love God, people
who care about others, people who are self-giving.
"True dissent comes not from a heart that does not
care, or does not love, or that is full of apathy, or
that seeks its own place, but from a heart that cares
so very much and has a vision of what the church
might become."*
Dissenting responsibly means that we allow others
the same rights and privileges which we claim for
ourselves. To do otherwise is destructive and violates the spirit of Christ. Even if others come to different conclusions, whether to our right or left, we
must not limit their freedom of inquiry or be
repressive.

It is in this aspect that some of the Reformers
most horribly failed. Some who had contended so
powerfully and eloquently against religious persecution for religious convictions, later intolerantly
oppressed, persecuted, burned, and tortured those
who disagreed with them! They who fought the Inquisition practiced the same.
WHAT GOOD IS DISSENT?
It is essentiøl for the disciples
of Christ. Without it, what would we have? Unless
we changed the nature of persons-their diversities
of background, interests, training, understanding,
needs, cultures; unless we somehow re-arranged
their intellectual faculties-we would have a brotherhood where intellectual honesty and personal
integrity would be sacrificed upon the altar of some
bureaucracy. The bureaucracy would be the standard of orthodoxy. Their word would be law. They
would speak er cathedra. The right of interpretation would be put into the hands of some partymen, professionals who themselves would not be
allowed to dissent from the norm of the Party.
What would we have? Sectarianism, denominationalism, religious totalitarianism.
Without dissent, we would have an enforcement
agency in the church, equipped with the power to
ferret out dissenters to silence them. Is that a viable
alternative? While there would be no more brotherhood issues, there would also be no moÍe"brotherhood." It would be the same old story again: the
Orthodox sniffing out every faint odor of dissent
and purging it from their midst. It would be a reversion to the Inquisition and the Salem Witch Trials.
It would be the creation of the very type of religious structure which destroyed Jesus! Is that what
we want?
Dissent is valuable.

*Mission,May 1974, page 31.
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Without dissent, we would end up with a mafia
executing brothers in the name of Jesus! And it
would be not only bv innuendo, character assassinations, or ridicule. The end result would be a cold,
self-protecting, authority-oriented System. The System would exist to be served, not to serve. The
church would again become a hierarchy as in the
Middle Ages. The Bible would become inaccessible
and there would be no real liberty to think for
oneself.

With that scenario of gloom in our minds, let's
how valuable dissent can be. Responsible dissent means open and fair discussion. Alexander
Campbell said, "The spirit and soul of all reformation is free disc.ussion." That implies that no one
among us is yet perfect in knowledge-not the heads
of our Bible departments, not the editors of our
journals, not the preachers in our pulpits. No one
has yet developed a system of infallible hermeneutics. No debater can speak for God. We must all
study, probe, and think for ourselves. Reuel Lemsee

mons has said:

When the few do our thinking, we will be lead
wherever they have a mind to lead us. God's revelation is to the individual . . . individualistic.
Reward and punishment are on the basis of the
individual. No man has the luxury of letting
someone else interpret the word of God for him.
Each must study for himself and each must reach
individual conclusions. It was never the right use
of intelligence to surrender it to another. The
mass mind is a dangerous thing; it is the rule of
the mob. It is not even honorable to be a carbon
copy of someone else's thinking. Jesus was a person and he deals with persons, not gingerbread
men cut out with a cookie cutter by a single
mold. We do not need cookie cutter Christians.
We need persons who are not afraid to be them-

think for themselves.*x
Dissent is good for spirituality. It will, for instance, save us from the spirit of witch-hunting.
That spirit can only survive where there is arrogance, presurnptiousness, intolerance, and meanness. The spiritual quality of courage comes with
dissent, for it takes courage to disagree with longestablished practices or teachings. It took courage
for Jesus, who spent the days of his flesh dissenting, to disaglee with the religious establishment he
faced. A great part of his ministry was that of disselves and

sent: he questioned, challenged, disturbed, probed,
inquired. The Jewish church didn't like it. They
x*Firm Foundation, May 25, 1976, editorial.
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feared the renewal movement that seemed to be
arising.

That's another value of dissent: new life. Dissent
can spur healthy discussion, lively interest and renewal in the Body. It's strange that we now laud
the way Jesus dissented, questioned the Pharisees'
values, doubted their bland assumptions, exposed
their cringing self-centeredness, condemned their
hypocrisy, and differed with their interpretations.
Yet when someone today questions the materialistic values represented by our church buildings, the
immorality of our silence about some of the real
issues facing our world, and the powerstructure that
too often manifests itself-we stop lauding. Jesus
brought new life in his day because he penetrated
to the essence of the people's spiritual lives. The
prophetic voice always is disturblng. In Jesus' day
they sought by slander and defamation to stop him.
In our day, we too are nervous about dissenters.
We can stand the old prophets-they are dead. In
fact, we can easily praise them and look after their
graves. It is not the old trailblazers that bother us,
but the new trailblazers!
Dissent is valuable because it can pinpoint our
need for re-evaluating our mission and methods. As
long as there are humans in the church-faltering,
imperfect people-there will be need for change,
renewal, new life. If it weren't for the dissenter, the
church could easily become entrenched and worship the past. The movement would become a
monument.
GOD'S DESIGN FOR DISSEI\IT
If dissent makes us nervous, irritates us and
makes us so uncomfortable, why didn't God design
Christianity to prevent it? Why didn't he give us a
detailed creed? Whv didn't he put everything in
black and white-everything from the structure of

leadership, assembly-gatherings, the preacher's role,

to the doctrines of the trinity, the Holy Spirit, carnal warfare, etc.? Why did he supervise the writing
of a Bible that allows for such diversity of interpretation? Would not a board of perennial apostles
with an infallible word on every issue have solved a
lot of church arguments, divisions, and apostasies
through the centuries? Why has God designed that
dissent be an inalienable right, an essential quality
and a valuable asset to the church?
God's design is that dissent test and develop both
our love and character. If Romans 14 and 15 teach
anything, it is that ovr oneness in diversity is to
teach us how to be Christ-like: kind, understanding,
non-judgmental and loving. The call is repeatedly
JANUARY, i978

stated: "Receiue ye one another . . . ." It is not difficult to love and feel close to someone who agrees
with you, is it? The difficulty arises when brethren
differ. When diversities arise, we are tempted to
either despise or judge our brother. Neither alternative, however, is Christian! The conflict in the body
is God-designed. Our multifarious differences in
temperament, background, interests, and cultures
are allowed that we might learn how to be patient,
kind, gentle, longsuffering.
"Who are you that judges another man's servant?
To his own master he stands or falls. Yes, he shall
be held up; for God is able to make him stand"
(Rom. t4:L4). Consequently, we are to call a moratorium on judging and start acting lovingly. After
all, God's movement doesn't consist of our preferences in our convictions, but our right-standing
with God, our peace with one another and our joy

in the Holy Spirit (Rom. t4:77). There will always
be differences. Conformity is not the law; love is
the law (Rom. 14:15)!
Once upon a time, there was a bumper sticker
that said, "America: Love it or Leave it." Christian fellowship doesn't work on that principle.
Christians, first of all, are not to impugn the motives of each other, or to issue such ultimatums.
\[e may sometimes wish that some of the narrowminded, judgmental legalists would leave. We may
sometimes desire that some of the liberal, longhaired leftists would split. But Jesus calls us ø/l to
love each other. And that's the toughest law of all,
We will never come to agree on every doctrine, procedure or idea. But we can all agree that Jesus is
the One to whom \rye've sworn our allegiance; and
that we will all respect and love one another. That,
after all, is the badge of our discipleship.
t
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From the Bock Pew

'TheEnd'(YouCørn

Te[bytheAcne)
By Dove Wimbish

Are these really the end times?
A lot of people think so. For me, I wouldn't mind
because then I wouldn't have to make the next 412
payments on my car. But a lot of folks think the

"Well," she responded thoughtfully, "my geraniums have died,"
"But, Mom, your geraniums are always dying."
"Yes, but not the way these did,"

spread of such evils as famines, f loods, hurricanes,
earthquakes, crabgrass and the like are the fulfillment

"ln

of Jesus'prophecies regarding the end times, as recorded in Matthew 24.

"Anything else unusual?"
"Let's see . . . we were having

Me. I wasn't too sure this was it. But then the
other day my fortune on a bubblegum wrapper said,
"Repent, the last days are upon us," Then when I
noticed that Jimmy the Greek was giving better odds
on the Second Coming than he was on the University
of Michigan football team, I decided l'd better do
some serious investigati on.

So I decided to check this matter out with some
top-notch authorities and report my findings to you
(all eight of you who are reading this because you have
insomnia, and it was this or the telephone book).
I first consulted that well-known and most widely
recognized authority I know. My mother.
"l'm pretty sure," she related, "that the last days
started in 1949-about November 3, I think it was."
(That's the day I was born.) "As a marter of fact, I
took one look at you in the hospital and decided that
things had gotten completely out of hand, and the
Lord had to come back pretty quickly."
I should explain her,e that I am the youngest of
four children. My sister looks like Julie Christie. my
brothers favor Paul Newman and Barry Newman. I
look like Alf red E. Neumann. Guys are always trying
to stand next to me at parties just because the contrast makes them look so good.

"Any other

reasons you think the last times are
upon us?" I asked her.
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"How did they die?"
an earthquake."

a famine here, but
then we had a massive flash f lood last night. Two
weeks ago we were invaded by millions of locusts and
a tornado ripped the town apart again this morning.
There seems to be a lot of gloom, despair and utter
hopelessness, No, nothing really unusual f or Globe,
Arizona, in January."
I next checked with world famous dermatologist,
R. Lamby Hunter in Flagstaff , Arizona.
"l can't talk to you now, Dave!" he screamed into
the phone. "l'm working with thirteen cases of critical
to terminal acne-all signs of the last times, you knowand I can't stop!"
"Do you really think that's a sign of the last times?"

I persisted.
"Are you kidding?" he asked, breathlessly. "Blackheads are up 22 percent, pimples 29 percent, and

warts 32 percent. And you're still not sure it's the last

times??!! Now I really must run-my chauffeur is
waiting with the limousine."
I next contacted Robert Redundant, who owns

a

Madison Avenue ad agency.
"You bet your Bic the end times are upon us, babe,"
he assured me. "You don't think it's tribulationsville?
Our surveys show that non-Christians in New York City
have 42 percent more cavities than those who practice
regular spiritual hygiene.
"We're in the end-times generation-comin' at ya
comin' strong. But these are the days when it's really
g-r-r-r-r-reat to be a Christian, because even with all

JANUARY, 1978

these horrible things happening around us we can still
feel cleaner than soap. We're in good hands, Dave."
I next contacted Joe Downs, my good friend on
Wall Street.
"Good morning," he monotoned. "Wars are up a
quarter, rumors of wars up two-and-one-eighth, good
times are down three-eighths, famines up three-quarters. bad times up seven-eighths, and earthquakes are
up five-eighths in moderate tremors."
For my f inal check, I telephoned the computer center at the A. C. Oliver Foundation in Nova Scotia to
determine whether or not these are the Last Days.
"We have absolutely no reason to believe these are
the end times," lVlurphy Johnson, president of the

institute, told me.
"Can you give me some facts and figtrres?" I asked.
"Well, normally, I could run some cards through

the computer, but l'm afraid they were all sweptaway
in the flood last night. But it really doesn't matter

anyway."

"Why not?"
"Well, the earthquake we had this morning completely destroyed the computer-but then that doesn't
matter eitherr"
"Why's that?"
"Because our computer programmers didn't show
up f or work today. They heard a rumor that there was
going to be a war and they were afraid to leave home.
But that really has no bearing on anything."
"Because . . .?"
"Because one of our employees was getting married today, anyway, and we gave everyone the day off
so they could eat, drink, and attend the wedding."
"Thank you and good grie-er, goodnight."

--l \1 l ':-
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A Parable of the Church
Thís month's ËSYP ,s ín the form

of øn open-ended parable, to be interpreted in the light of attempts to recreate the first century church. In addition
to sharing your response with other
readers, you møy want to use the parable in a díscussíon group. (Permission
to duplicøte is hereby grønted.)
Once there rrvas a poor young man
whose goodness came to the attention
of the Good King. The king decided to
reward the young man by giving him a
magic button. As long as he had the

button sewed inside his coat, he would
always behave in kind and loving ways.
In time, three sons were born to the
kind man. As he grew old, he wondered
which son should inherit the magic but-

ton. A neighbor advised: "Have two
new buttons made, each one identical
to the True Button. Give a button to
each son, but tell no one who has the
original. Tell them that they can know
whether they have the True Button by
always behaving in kindness and love.
The possessor of the magic button will
be known by his deeds."

(Cor,mplete the parable in a sentence

The old man did as he was advised,
and shortly died. There came a day
when the Good King appeared to see
how his wondrous gift was being used.
To his surprise he found not one but
three identical buttons-and three kind
and loving sons, as well. "Button, but-

ton-who has my button?" he

"\{e cannot say," replied

asked.

the sons.

"And as long as we act as though we
have the True Button, what does it
matter?"
The Good King replied:

or two, then support the king's reasoning after the

"For. .")

For,

MAIL RESPONSES TO: lt4lSSlON JOURNAL,1710 W. AIRPORT FREEVì/AY, lRVlNlG, TEXAS 75062.
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THE
By Religious News Service

An Egyptian President and an Israeli Prime Minister met in Jerusalem to begin talking about issues
that have separated Arabs and Jews in the Middle
East since the founding of the State of Israel-that
was perhaps the top religious news story of.1977 .
It was the year in which the Presiding Bishop of
the Episcopal Church announced that he could not
personally accept the concept of women priests,
and in which several priests and parishes left the denomination because its General Convention did accept women priests.
It was the year in which a national women's conference was held in Houston, drawing debate on
such issues as the Equal Rights Amendment and
abortion, which took on new significance for religious groups. Anti-ERA forces held a counter rally
in which Lottie Beth Hobbs, a Church of Christ
leader from Fort Worth, Texas, was an otganizet.
It was also a year that saw Catholic-Orthodox relations advance toward eventual reunion of these
two branches of Christianity. A national task force
on Christian-Muslim relations was organized, an
Anglican-Roman Catholic statement on papal primacy was issued, and charismatic Christians from
every theological tradition assembled in Kansas
City, Mo., for an historic conference.
Homosexuality, unionization, and rights of the
handicapped drew the attention of several national
church bodies inL977, while continuing controversies on issues such as television programmïng, affirmative action, and deprogramming took on new
dimensions during the year.
Relations improved between the U.S. and Hun-
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gary through the efforts of some religious leaders,
as did relations between the Vatican and Poland.
But repression of religious freedom and other human rights intensified in such countries as Uganda,
the Soviet Union, and Argentina.
Gay rights became a national issue through singer
Anita Bryant's campaign against non-discrimination
ordinances in Florida and elsewhere. Although Miss
Bryant, a Southern Baptist, based her efforts on
her interpretation of biblical passages, she drew
heated criticism from numerous religious groups as
well as warm support from others. Homosexuality
was a subject for debate at several national church
conventions, with most taking action to oppose discrimination against gays but stopping short of advocating that they be ordained to ministry.

H"*t funding became a ner¡/ front in the continuing battle over abortion, with Congressional
committees deadlocked for months over legislation.
A statement signed by 209 religious ethicists was
highly critical of Roman Catholic efforts to promote a Human Life Amendment, but the statement
was itself criticized by Catholics and evangelical
Protestants.

Madalyn O'Hair opened an American Atheist
Center in Austin, Texas, and filed a lawsuit to remove religious refetences from national currency
and the pledge of allegiance to the U.S. flag. She
also embarked on a series of debates with Bob Harrington, the flamboyant "Chaplain of Bourbon
Street."
Another controversial figure, Hustler magazine
publisher, Larry Flynt, was convicted of pandering
charges in Cincinnati. Several months later, he anJANUARY, 1978
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nounced his conversion to Christianity and cited
the President's sister, Ruth Carter Stapleton, as a
major influence on him.
Television programming drew fire for its emphasis on sex and violence. Several religious groups
filed stockholder resolutions against major advertisers, and directed particular attention against
"Soap," an ABC comedy series. Some fundamentalist leaders led a campaign against the Franco
Zeffirelli film, "Jesus of Nazareth," which wab
shown on NBC on Palm Sunday and Easter, but
most religious officials were loud with praise for
the film.
Dr. Martin Marty, the noted church historian,
said that the heat of controversy in Christianity has
shifted to battles within, rather than between,
churches. This was pari;icularly true of the Episcopal Church in 1977 , which opened the year by officially ordaining women to the priesthood for the
first time in history and closed the year embroiled
in a dispute that saw several parishes and priests
leave to organize an Anglican Church of North
America in opposition 1,o policies adopted by the
Episcopal General Convention in 1976. The Rev.
Alison Palmer, an Episcopal priest, stirred turmoil
in the Cirurch of England by conducting two services of Holy üommunion in England in defiance
of local Anglican bishops.
Two documents stirred controversy within the
Roman Catholic Church: a Vatican declaration
which reaffirmed the traditional church ban on
rvomen priests and a study on human sexuality
issued by the Catholic Theological Society of America which proposed that no sex act should be considered intrinsically evil" Djssident Archbishop N4arcel Lefebvre r:ontinued to defy Pope Par.rl by
ordaining priests and celebrating the Tridentine
Latin Mass against the orders of the Vatican. He
.1"^
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seminary in the United States.
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A

chapter

in the Lutheran

Church-Missouri

Synod's long doctrinal controversy ended when Dr.

John Tietjen rvas formally ousted for refusing to
conform to the denomination's theological principles. Dr. Jacob A. O. Preus was re-elected to his
third term as president of the Missouri Synod at its
convention in July, which also declared a state of
"fellowship in protest" with the American Lutheran
Church.

Communion in the hand was officially authorized for U.S. Catholics, and excommunication of
divorced Catholics who have remarried was lifted
as a penalty by a Vatican agency at the request of
the U.S. bishops. St. John Nepomucene Neumann
was canonized in June as the United States' first
male saint, and, in October, Blessed Sharbel Makhlouf became the first Lebanese and the first Maronite Catholic ever formally canonized.
t|E
T

ilhruu Christian tì"aditions-Methodist, Fresbyterian, and Congregational-merged into the Uniting
Church in Australia in June. The United Church of
Christ reopened merger talks with the Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ), and a conference organized by the Consultation on Church Union
(COCU) called for worh towards a form of "conciliar fellowship" that would express Christian unity
at all levels. The General Assembly of the Preshyterian Church in the tJ.S. (PCUS) voted to permit
other denominations to send observers to future
PCUS Assemblies, where they will be able to vote
in committee sessions.
Anglican Archbishop Donald Coggan of Canterbury joined in a service of prayer for unìty with
Fope Paul at the Vatican in April. 'I'he r4nglican
nrimate aJso ,¡isitod Orthoclox lea-d"ers in the .Çor¡iet
tJnion and heard Russian Orthodox Patriarch Pimen
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THE YEAR IN RELIGION_
Ordination of women...
The President and missions...
Civil rights...
Missions and murders...

decla¡e that ordination of rryomen to the priesthood

would be an "insurmountable obstacle" to unity
with the Church of England.
"Affirmative action" and "reverse discrimination" were terms widely used in connection with
the Bakke Case, being considered by the U.S. Supreme Court. It involved a California Supreme
Court ruling which struck down admissions policies
of the University of Califomia Medical School at
Davis aimed at enrolling more ethnic-rriinority students. Several Jewish and ethnic gxoups filed briefs
in the case support'ing affirmative action but opposing the university's program, while the National
Council of Churches and nineteen other groups
supported the special-admissions policy. Several
leaders of civic and inter-religious agencies warned
that the Court's decision on the case should not be
allowed to destroy the civil rights coalition that
developed in the 1960s.

R0"., Jimmy Carter, the nation's leading
Southern Baptist, announced in June that he is personally supporting a volunteer missionary as part
of his denomination's Bold Mission Thrust effort.
The Chief Executive's emphasis on human rights
around the world drew the endorsement of a variety
of religious agencies and church gloups at'home
and abroad.
Two Catholic priests were killed by a rightist
group in El Salvador and all Jesuit priests in that'
country were threatened by extremists. Anti-Semitism seemed to be on the rise in Argentina, and
two U.S. missionaries 'vr/ere jailed and beaten in
Brazil.
Churches and missionaries faced continued repression in several African countries. The Ugandan
regime of Idi Amin was charged by religious leaders
18
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around the world with the murder of Anglican
Archbishop Janani Luwum. In September, the
Amin government announced that the Anglican,
Roman Catholic, and Orthodox Churches would be
the only churches permitted to operate in the
country.
The death of black leader Steven Biko in a South
African prison drew protests from religious $oups
in that country and overseas. In response to growing militancy on the part of anti-apartheid organizations, the Vorster regime issued bans against numerous critics of the government, including the
Christian Institute of Southern Africa.
Seven Roman Catholic missionaries in Rhodesia
were murdered, and that country expelled Roman

Catholic Bishop Donal Lamont of Umtali and
United Church of Christ missionary Selwyn Spray,
both of whom had been charged with aiding guerrillas. Three members of the Rhodesian Catholic
Commission for Justice and Peace were charged
with contravening the country's security laws, and
a fourth, American Sister Janice Mclaughlin of
Maryknoll, was expelled from the country.
The military regime in Ethiopia drew fire from
missionaries and the World Council of Churches for
what was described by several sources as a "reign of
terror" there. Congolese Cardinal Emile Biayenda
was kidnapped and murdered, âs was a United
Methodist missionary in Zaire, Dr. Glenn Eschtruth.
Leaders of the National Council of Churches in
the U.S. expressed concern at a visit United Farm
Workers leader Cesar Chavez made to the Philippines, during which he was honored by the Marcos
regime. Also honored by the Marcos govemment
was evangelist Billy Graham, who held a cmsade in
Manila in November. Dr. Philip Potter, general secretary of the World Council of Churches, appealed
to Philippine President Marcos to grant amnesty to
all political prisoners and restore "human rights
t
and fundamental freedoms" in the country.
JANUARY. 1978

Clean
Sheets
and

Ice Water
By R.Wayne ll/illis

As a hospital chaplain, I encounter a wide variety

of

human beings, each one of whom renders a
unique response to illness and pain. One woman
who died several years ago had a most extraordinary history of "suffering endured." She told me of
her many years of good health, and of sixteen years
of a good marriage that had brought three healthy
children into the world. Then, after she and her
family had just moved into their dream house, she
walked into her infant son's bedroom one moming
and found him dead.
It was crib death. And that was only the beginning. During the next few years, in rapid succession,
she experienced eleven more calamities:

1. Shortly after her son's crib death, her mother
had surgery for a critically located cancer.
2. Her father had a coronary and died.
3. She detected a lump on one of her breasts. A
biopsy was performed and then a mastectomy, followed by twenty-five cobalt treatments.
4. She had surgery for the removal of her gall
bladder.

5. After three relatively calm years, and just

it seemed the trouble was over, she began
having severe headaches. The dreaded became reality when she was diagrrosed to have brain cancer.
There were five trips to surgery in a four-week span
in an attempt to remove all the cancer. Then there
were twenty-five more cobalt treatments.
6. Next came the word that the cancer was in
the lymph glands-spread through her entire system.
A number of X-ray treatments were given.
7. She had major surgery for the removal of her
adrenal glands (a procedure sometimes used in an
effort to retard the spread of cancer cells).
when

R. Wayne Wíllis is Pediøtrics Chaplain at Norton-Children's
Hospitals in Louisuílle, Kentuchy.

8. She suffered acute kidney failure, and for

awhile "failure of everything else but my heart."
9. She was in a coma for three weeks, during
which time she had thirty-two blood transfusions.
10. She was in intensive care for five weeks. At
one point her physician discussed with her family
withdrawing medication and letting her die,lest she
be left a vegetable.
11. Last but not least, several days after leaving
the hospital she and her husband were presented
with a monstrous bill for services which her insurance did not cover.
How would you suppose this ordeal affected this
woman's outlook on life? How might you view life
JANUARY, 1978
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if you or your wife or daughter

or mc¡tl-ler faced
similar circumstances? There are mâny options.
As a chaplain, I've seen patients choose many
different responses to suffering. Some become cynical and bitter, souï on life. Some wallow in self
pity, world without end. Some live in a rnild depression and withdraw from people. Some become
hostile and resentfttl toward all healthy people.
Some opt for all, or combinations of, the above.
This woman's option was to spend the last few
years of her life declaring the insights into life she
had found in her suffering. She spoke of her suffering as an education, a learning experience, an opportunity for personai growth and maturing.
One of the great tragedies I see in my worh is
that of people who suffer but find no meaning in it
and learn nothing from it. They chalk it up as a
bad, blank, empty experience. One of the marlcs of
a mature person is the ability to learn from experi-

bowl of chili waiting for her upon waking from
brain surgetry-the nurse Ìrad learned from her

f¿rm-

ily that this was her favorite food,
Another insight corning out of her ordeal was:
"With God's help, one neuer has to be defeated."
This affirmative sentence sounds strikingly like that
indomitable spirit of Paul that penned those triumphant words: "I rejoice in my suffering!" How can
anyone realistically be that affirmative in the midst
of horrible pain and loss? It is an incomprehensible
attitude to those of us who have suffered little and
who aim to avoid all the suffering we can.
There are two partial explanations for such a victorious attitude. Notice that Paul did not say, n'I
rejoicc; because l. am suffering." There is no virtue
innate to suffering unless you are masochistic or
hate yourself or aspire to martyrhood. Also, notice
that Paul wrote these victorious words after lnatd
suffering was over, in relatively good days when it

'Everything can be taken away from
person
but one thing, the last of the human
a
freedoms-the ability to choose one's own attitude
in any set of circumstances.'
ence. Contrast this with the immature person who
makes the same mistahes again and again. Life to
him is a treadmill or a merry-go-round where things
constantly happen to him but he never seems to be
able to integrate the experiences into his person
and become more wise and deep, more aware and
insightful, more in touch with the eternal verities
and ultimate concerns of life.
It is no virtue, really, as the old saw says, to 'ofor-

give and forget." Forgive, yes, but don't forget.
Forgive yourself for the poor \May you may have
handled things in the past. Forgive others who rnay
have wronged you in the past. But don't ever forget,
lest you mahe the same mistahe again. Instead of
forgetting the past, Iearn from it. Grow from it.
Those who forget the past are apt to relive it. The
apostle Paul wrote: "I rejoice in my suffering because it teaches me endurance, character, and hope"
(Ilorn.5;4).
What lessons did this rvoman learn from suffering? "1 learned grutitude for the sim¡tle things of
life," she said. In the intensive care unit, stripped
of almost everything that partahes of being human,
almost everything that healthy people hold dear,
she learned to be grateful for "clean sheets and ice
water." And she recalled at that time thinhing to
herself how mairy mjllions of people in earlier times
harl snfferecl just as much as she, but without the
benefit of so much as a single aspirin.
I¡esson number Lwo: "God will come to you
*l¡vnt'oh
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it that

she had a

incident of the nurse who saw to
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was easier to looh bach and see positive aspects of
the experience.
How can Paul say, 'oI rejoice in my suffering"?
There is really only one substantive explanation,
and that is this: We are free to choose the attitude
we hold in any sii;uation, Jlpictetus wrote, "People
are disturbed not by things, but by the views they
tahe of them." Victor Franhl, a survivor of the German concentration camp, reflected on that experience and concluded: "Everything can be taken
away from a person but one thing, the last of the
human freedoms-the ability to choose one's own
attitude in any set of circumstances."
Dietrich Bonhoef fer, who died Ure martyr's
death, wrote: "IJappiness depends so little on circumstances. It really depends only on that which
happens within a person." Dag iJarnmarshjold, the
last Secretary General of the United Nations, wrote
in Marletngs: n'We cannot change the frame of our
destiny. llut what we put into it is ours." Scripture
simply says, "As one thinks in his heart, so is he."
That is true, isn't it? You can have the charm
and talent of Freddie Prinze, the looks of Malilyn
Monroe, the wealth of Howard llughes, millions of
dollars in cash stashed in the closets and drawers of
your house, and still be tire most miserable person
on the face of the earth. You can have a house in
the suburbs, 2.3 kids, membership in a tennis club,
and season tichets to the symphony orchestr:a, and
still live a life of quiet desperation.
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slowly cripple and finally kill her. During

the
twenty-three years since, she has become a concert
cellist, wife, mother, teacher, painter, sculptor, and
maker of stained glass windows. At last report she
was blind and paralyzed at age 40-and working as
a writer. Mrs. Crane explained, "You have to climb
on top of the mountain or it will fall on top of
you." She has written a book called God in the
Dishpan, for "poor, bored housewives." In it she
asks, "When a canary makes more beautiful music
than a cathedral choir and soap bubbles in the dishpan form brilliant rainbows, how can anyone be
bored?"
I frequently hear the comment, "Children's hospitals are so depressing. How in the world do you
people stand it?" That notion is not true. It is
rather an interpretation that some people make in
their minds. One is always free to focus on the nine
out of ten children who are healing, moving toward
wholeness, getting well and going home. If the focus
is there-now that is a happy, positive thought!
And even with those few who are terminally ill,
one is free to choose either to focus on helping
them die or (an important distinction) to focus on
helping t};.em liue as fully as possible until they die.
One of the most moving interviews I have ever
seen on a television talk show was with former baseball star Tony Conigliaro. Tony's career came to an
end several years ago, when he was hit in the eye
with a bad pitch. He told of a handshaking tour he
had taken in Vietnam toward the end of the war
and particularly about one soldier he had met in a
hospital. The soldier was lying in bed with his shirt
opened, revealing an incision scar from his neck to
his navel. His head was completely bandaged and
Tony was told by the person showinglim through
the hospital that half the soldier's skull had been

blown off. And if that were not enough, the man
was paralyzed from his waist down because of a
bullet that had severed his spinal cord. Tony spoke
to the soldier and shook his hand, and as he walked
away he heard the man call out to him in the
strongest whisper he could manage: "To-nee!" Tony
went back to the man, knelt down, put his ear to
the patient's mouth, and heard the man ask, "Ho'du's
your eye?"

W

are always free to choose the attitude we
to situations, even though often we have no
control over the círcumstances that have been
thrust upon us. This is not to suggest that there is
not a season for all things-a season to grieve, to
talçe

Iash out in anger at what life has dealt us, a season
for anguish, "the dark night of the soul." But over
the long haul the distinctive difference between persons rests in where and how they choose to focus
their minds.
We are always free to choose to complain because
the rose bush has thorns, or rejoice that the thom
bush has roses. We are always free to choose to see
the glass half empty, or to see the flass half full. \[e
are always free to choose to feel bad because of a
situation we handled poorly, or to congratulate our'
selves on the five we handled well. We are always
free to choose to complain and whine because not
everyone likes us and approves of what we do, or to
rejoice that someone else, maybe two or three, accepts and understands us as rffe are. We are always
free to choose to pity ourselves because our bodies
have been crippled, even ravaged by disease, or to
choose to be grateful for clean sheets and ice water.

t

.*+*##lí
Do vou think that we suffer adversity equally with yourselves, when you see
that the same adverse things are not borne equally by us and by you? Among
you there is always a clamorous and complaining impatience; with us there is
a strong and religious patience, always quiet and always grateful to God . . . .
There flourishes with us the strength of hope and the firtnness of faith.
Among these very ruins of a decaying world our soul is lifted up, and ottr
courage unshaken: our patience is never anything but joyous; and the mirlcl
is always secure of its God.
-Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage
(Third Cenlury)
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We have offended against thy holy
la'ws,

left undone those things
which we ought to have done,

We have

And we have done those things
which we ought not to have
done. (Pp. 41-42.)

By Bobbie Lee

Hollq

Yet surely the newer version speaks
more directly to those of us who daily
struggle with the sins that cling so
closely:

Most merciful God,
We confess that we have sinned
against you in thought, word,

The Booh of Common Prayer and Administration
of the Sacraments and Other Rites and Ceremonies
of the Church (New York: Seabury Press, 1977).

and deed, by what we have done,
and by what we have left undone.

\{e

have not loved you with our
whole heart; we have not loved

Reviewed by Edward G. Holley, of the Chapel Hill
Church of Christ, Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

For those who have long enjoyed
the Booh of Common Pro,yer as one of
the great devotional classics ofthe English language, the new proposed revision is a must. Traditionalists won't

like it,

our Episcopalian friends already attest; and it
does have some failings. Perhaps the
greatest irritant is the translation of various scriptural passages in the liturgy.
For example, the kindest word one
can speak for the translation of the
Psalms in this edition if that they often
sound pedestrian. Wording of the familiar Psalms 1,8,23,46, and 100 seem
to me particularly bad. Why the reæ verbal battles among

visers did

not choose to

use the RSV

translation of the Psalter I do not know,
but that should not really trouble those
of us who belong to the less liturgical
communions. We'll not use this ver-

of the Psalms anyway. But one
can sympathize with those who find
"Happy are they who have not walked
sion

2.
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in the counsel of the wicked, nor lingered in the way of sinners, nor sat in
the seat of the scornful" less desirable
than "Blessed is the man that hath not
walked in the counsel of the ungodly,
nor stood in the way of sinners; and
hath not sat in the seat ofthe scornful"
(1928 Prayer Book).

Yet there are liturgies traditional
and liturgies contemporary. Truth to
tell, many will not recognize the difference most of the time except that
"thee" and "thou" have become "you."
King James' English has often been replaced by modern, and useful, phrases.
Forsooth, let us have the word of God
in the words of men.

The older Confession of Sin will
doubtless lose its poignancy for some.
We have erred and strayed from thy
ways like lost sheep,
We have followed too much the
devices and desires of our own
hearts,

our neighbors as ourselves.
We are truly sorry and we humbly

repent....(P,79.)
In an attempt to provide for a wide
range of interests, the revisers have
given contemporarSl and traditional ren-

derings of the Lord's Prayer, the Apos-

tle's Creed, and the Nicene Creed,
while the Great Litany suffers little
fundamental change: "From all false
doctrine, heresy, and schism; from
hardness of heart and contempt of thy
Word and commandment, Good Lord,
deliver us" (p. 149).
Thus Thomas Cranmer's prayer book
in its proposed new clothing remains

as

a

treasury

of

collects, devotions,

prayers, and liturgies useful in private
and public worship. Whether the revi
sion will satisfy all the demands made
upon it, only time will tell. Meanwhile,
I expect my copy to be both used and
useful. You can buy it in black cloth
with good readable print for only $3.25
(and also in ornate, expensive editions)
-about the price of a movie these days.

I
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AND NOW, A WORD
FROM OUR FOUNDER

More and more churches are becoming

arvvare

of the need to reach out to people in some
way other than the preached word. In its best
moments, this awareness does not belittle
preaching. It merely recognizes that many who
need the healing power of the proclaimed word
are not yet in a position to hear it. And this
recognition is leading to such ministries as
counseling and pastoral care, where the aim is
to meet people where they are, instead of
where we wish they were. Several programs,
such as the new Doctor of Ministry offering at
Harding Graduate School, are designed to equip
ministers for this emphasis. And committed
Christians at the office and over coffee at home
are looking for ways to communicate concern
for those who hurt.
But some current literature in the field
leaves a great deal to be desired. Consider one
Jay Adams (Competent to Counsel),who
offers loads of advice on how to confront
others with the Bible. The word of God is to
replace the words of the psychiatrist-and
surely anyone can turn to book, chapter, and
verse. Instead of wasting time delving into the
darker corners of the mind, or of one's past,
the counselor is to confront the client with his
sins via appropriate Bible passages. "Forgetting
what lies behind and straining forward to what
lies ahead," the distraught person is to repent
of and confess his transgressions, and get with
the nrosram.
Îþe ãitficulty with this approach is not that
it uses the word of God. There is something
fresh and invigorating about the boldness with
which confrontational counseling challenges
the conventional wisdom of psychiatry. As
many recent studies have shown, psychiatry
frequently fails to heal, even after years of expensive care. And the lack of depth and meaning in many psychological approaches is well
known. Surely it is time to allow a word from
JANUARY, 1978

our Founder in the healing process.
The difficulty, however, with the approach
urged on us by Adams and other counselors is
quite the opposite: it does not take the word
of God seriously enough. A fragmented life is
in need of something more than the band-aid
of a mere verse; it needs to re-establish contact
with the creative Word, the Power behind
both the verse and the person. Persons who
have failed have already implicitly encountered the Person (the Word) who preceded
them in the supreme "failure"-Jesus Christ
and him crucified.
With this approach, it will be recognized
that the feeling of being judged, estranged from
their true selves, is what many hurting people
bring to their counselor or their Christian
friend. To use the word of God effectively in
such cases is to resist the urge to discharge our
involvement with persons by quoting a Bible
passage, or allowing them to wallow in their
guilt. It is to speak the word of grace, and not
just the word of judgment. It is to accept persons for what they can become, not merely to
confront them with the failure they have
already experienced.
Such a word does not igrrore sin. But it deals

with it in the context of the Word which both
became flesh and "knows that we are dust." It
is to deal with the fact that Word was present
at creation and thus "kno\rys our frame," and
not simply with the Word present also at the
Fall. It does not ignore the sufferer's past, for
the Word was following him in his wilderness.
It welcomes any insights from depth psychology, since the Word must probe to the depths
if it communicates profoundly.
In dealing with the hurts of persons, we
must advise: don't cite the Bible in a way that
slights the \ilord.
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are developing an integrated approach
to mission? What have they been up to?
But, Karen, I have to tetl you: I
have a good friend who works for the

Defending Defectives

God's infinite knowledge, which

How appropriate that f)r. Keele's
article ("The Birth of a Defective Infant: A Moral Dilemma," INovember
issuel ) should follow Leonard Allen's

If the concept of propositional revelation and the sufficiency of Scripture
is no longer valid, and if biblical answers give way to one's own interpre-

article deploring the preacher with the
tendency to play God. Allow me to
broaden this disapproval to include the
professional elite.

The only defect creating a dilemma
that I was able to find was Dr. Keele's
attempted biblical defense of infanticide. I don't need to illustrate the implications of his argument that the end
justifies the means in regard to human
life or human relationships. This view
does not show love for God, or the

child, only selfishness on the part of
the individual who measures a person's
value by utilitarian standards.
Perhaps the most pitiable aspect of

Dr. Keele's position is his appeal to
Joseph Fletcher for support. (1) "A
powerful reliance on God's grace" does
not provide a license for any actions

has

been given to us in his word.

tation of the Bible on this

issue, per-

haps your mission (as stated in the
editorial policy statement) needs to be
re-examined.
James S. Bury
Memphis, Tennessee

No Pun lntended
One questiori, please: In the Novem-

ber "Cross Currents" was the use of
the word "infantigo" for impetigo supposed to be a pun?

Mrs. Robert C. Morrow
Paducah, Kentucky
No pun íntended. The mistake just got
past us all. (Although we're tempted
to søy it was intentional, just to see íf
the seueral M.D.s on our board of trustees were reading the journøL. They

we feel are justified-Paul dealt with
this long ago. (2) "The law of love as

were.)-Edítor.
Thanks, Karen,

the norm" is completely contentless in
Fletcher's ethic, except for the values
of personal preference. (3) "Knowledge
of the facts of the situation . . . in all
of its variety and relativity" requires
an omniscience which we're yet to
achieve. (4) "Judgment" should not be
decision-rnaking on l,lie basis of c¡ur finite calculations but on the basis of

Thanks to Ms. Mosman for the su[gestion to look at Fackre's Word in
Deed (November Forum). I have seen
his Do and Tell: Engøgement Euangelism in the '70s. I really like his use of
story as a descriplion of what we are
about in Christian witness and minis[ry. So I will check l,he ¡¡l,her book.
Have you heard of any churches that

Public Health Department in a large
metropolitan area. Recently she sent
out letters to all of the churches in the
city to enlist their aid in advertising
and assisting in the city's attempt to innoculate children. As you know, some
diseases,

like polio, seem to be recur-

ring lately.

Anyway, one of the Department's
forms went out to one of our largest
and most successful churches. Someone
wrote at the bottom of the form in re-

too busy doing the
Lord's work to do the work of the
Health Department." Yet, this same

sponse, "We're

congregation can bring in visiting "evangelists" to scare the "hell" out of eight-

and nine-year-old boys and girls. It's
exactly this kind of thing that makes
me get out my aspirin bottle.
Most of all, thanks for responding.
It really helps to know that there are
others who are fellow-pilgrims engaged
in the complex struggle to be faithful.
Steven Spidell

Austin, Texas

Print Those Names!
This refers to your announced drive

but.

.

.

for subscriptions and supporters. I want
in on it, but I really want to encourage
those who are like-minded to allow
their names to be published as supporters. It's true enough that some may get

"written up" by the Ira Rice types,
but that could just be considered a

comPliment'

Jim smith
Bedford, Texas

